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Abstract:
This research is motivated by the researcher's interest in seeing the selfie phenomenon and the widespread use
of social media that has spread to every level of society, including sports students at Cenderawasih University,
Papua. Researchers found that what they display on social media not only displays selfies, but also various
forms of expression and the backgrounds they present to the audience. But behind this action, it is inseparable
from their various desires and goals to present selfies with various forms of expressions and backgrounds that
they want to display. This study aims to analyze the selfie phenomenon in social media among milleneal sports
students. This research was analyzed by the theory of Phenomenology by Alfred Schutz. This research was
conducted with a qualitative approach, with the type of research into the Phenomenology Study. The results
showed that there were three main elements of the selfie phenomenon among sports students at Cenderawasih
University, Papua: (1) Obtaining self-satisfaction and entertainment; (2) attracting the attention of others; and
(3) Building self-image.
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I.

Introduction

The existence of social media as a new technological tool is also an entity that contributes to the
emergence of cyberculture, including memes, digital democracy, fan culture, and selfies [1]. Cyber culture itself
is a social practice as well as the values of communication and interaction between users that appear in
cyberspace from the relationship between humans and technology and humans and intermediaries, that culture is
produced, distributed, and consumed through the internet and the networks formed between users ( 2]. The selfie
phenomenon is closely related to the image a person perceives of himself (self image). Because through selfies
(taking selfies), everyone wants to show their best side to others. So, the impression that other people have of
him can be positive. This will create an impulse from within him to do and achieve something in order to meet
his needs. Selfie is also considered as a tool for the self-image of urban communities such as millennials in
sports students at Cenderawasih University, Papua. Selfie is now a new phenomenon and has spread widely to
every level of society, along with the emergence of new social networking sites such as Instagram. The selfie
phenomenon in Instagram raises new problems, seen from the selfies displayed on Instagram such as
expressions, certain backgrounds and the attributes that are worn. Another thing than that, selfies have also been
considered a habit of the audience in social media and the stronger this habit is marked by comments made by
other users on selfies that are shared with the public.
The results of the preliminary study show that sports students are competing to look attractive and
exotic through a selfie on social media that they upload on Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp status, and they
also have favorite selfie poses that are often used when taking selfies, which where these poses are selfie poses
that are believed to be able to boost their physical beauty. Selfie milleneal sports students have various reasons
why they like selfies, but the most crucial reason and motivation is because they want to show their physical
appearance. Selfies are a necessity in milleneal children, so they tend to ignore other people's judgments of the
resulting selfies, in the sense that other people's judgments of their selfies do not have a big influence on female
adolescents in assessing themselves, because young women judge them. themselves based on their
understanding of themselves not just judgments from others. There is an interesting thing that proves that
millenal children with sports who are not considered socially attractive, they are more confident about their
beauty / good looks or physical appearance, so that their self-concept tends to be positive. Based on the selfie
phenomenon, a positive self-concept can be seen in their activities before uploading a selfie, that is, they do not
manipulate their selfies excessively, because they can accept themselves as they are, while for teenage girls who
are often judged to be socially beautiful, they have lower self-confidence, and negative self-concept. Then the
selfie phenomenon, a negative self-concept in teenage girls is shown from her activities in taking selfies, in
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which she always tries to manipulate her selfies excessively by changing the shapes of her face and body in her
selfie photos. Based on the background of the problems above, the author is interested in researching the social
symptoms of the selfie phenomenon among sports students at Cenderawasih University, Papua. The purpose of
this study is to describe the social symptoms of the selfie motive phenomenon among milleneal sports students.

II.

Material and Method

The research was conducted using a phenomenological qualitative descriptive approach [3]. The
informants in this study were 25 students of the sport science faculty of Cenderawasih University, Jayapura City,
Papua Indonesia, which was held in April 2021. The data collection techniques used by researchers were
interviews, observation and documentation [4]. The data analysis method used is descriptive method [5], which
describes the results of the data obtained. The selfie phenomenon is closely related to the image a person
perceives of himself (self image). Because through selfies (taking selfies), everyone wants to show their best
side to others. So, the impression that other people have of him can be positive. This will create an impetus from
within him to do and achieve something he wants in order to fulfill his needs. Therefore, in the process of taking
selfies, there are a number of things that need to be explored about what are the reasons for teenagers to take
selfies so that they have a positive or negative impact, to prevent excess selfie activities on adolescents, an
analysis process is carried out. Meanwhile, in this study analyzed with the phenomenological theory proposed
by Alfred Schutz [6]. The essence of thought is how to understand social action (which is oriented to the
behavior of people or other people in the past, present and future) through interpretation. In other words, base
social action on experience, meaning and awareness. To describe all one's actions, Schutz grouped them into two
types of motives, namely: (a) In-order-to-motive; and (b) Because motive.

III.

Results and Discussion

Based on the research that the author has done regarding the social symptoms of the selfie phenomenon
among sports students at Cenderawasih University, Papua. The author found three reasons why milleneal sports
students share selfies by displaying various expressions and backgrounds that they want to display, the motives
are as follows:
First, girls are more likely to take selfies than boys. In general, a girl who has a high curiosity, and
explores everything, and tries everything she has never experienced. The behavior in the form of selfies was
seen by female students. When the selfie results get better, the motivation to upload to social media will be even
greater. Where in them there is a need for respect from others, status, fame, domination, pride, being considered
important and appreciation from others. People whose needs for self-esteem are fulfilled will appear as
confident people, independent of others and always ready to develop continuously to further achieve the highest
need, namely self-actualization. Self-actualization is the process of being yourself and developing unique
psychological traits and potentials. Self-actualization will change in line with the development of one's life.
When a person reaches adolescence-adulthood, he will experience a shift in self-actualization from
physiological to psychological. on Path's social media accounts so as not to be out of date, providing
information to friends about what they are doing and filling teenage leisure activities so as to reduce boredom
and to add to photo collections. Too often uploading selfies depicts the increasing narcissism among milleneal
children. This also leads to the perception that teenagers who have a hobby of selfies are more concerned with
appearance and beauty or physical good looks [7]. Students who are addicted to this are illustrated by the selfconcept in the self-scheme, namely self-knowledge, which influences the way a person processes information
and takes action. If the social scheme of the object is someone else, then in the scheme of itself the object itself,
through the discussion of images, visually conveys messages covering various types of messages, namely the
delivery of messages, ideas, ideas, visions, the attitude of the photographer and the audience [8]. There is an
interesting fact that some female students who are said to be not women in their daily lives are considered
beautiful by others, instead they are more confident about their beauty or physical appearance, so that it is
reflected that they have a positive self-concept [9]. Based on the selfie phenomenon, the positive self-concept of
teenage girls can be seen from the activities they do before taking selfies, namely they do not edit their selfies
excessively, such as changing the appearance of their face or body, what they edit is lighting or simply adding
accessories to photos only, so that the photos look more varied and they are able to assess their physical
appearance and assess others positively and openly. While teenage girls who are actually often said to be
beautiful and often get praise from others for their physical beauty, they actually have lower self-confidence and
a negative self-concept. The phenomenon of selfie, negative self-concept is shown by how female adolescents
assess their own physical appearance, the results of which prove that they cannot respect themselves, and tend to
assess their physical appearance negatively coupled with feelings of envy so that female students compare their
own physical appearance. with the physical appearance of other women. Therefore, in his mind there is always a
feeling of dissatisfaction with his physical appearance or beauty.
Second, the existence of social media as a new technological tool is also an entity that contributes to
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the emergence of cyber culture. Furthermore, in many cases, cyber culture in social media cannot be found or
occurs in the real world. Although it occurs in the virtual world with the help of technological devices, cyber
culture has a role as well as an influence on the social life of offline users [10]. Culture in a semiotic perspective
explains that culture is a set of social practices through which meaning is produced, circulated, and exchanged,
both symbols and signs [11]. Then in Instagram or Facebook the symbol of love is interpreted as a sign of liking
what has been published to the public, in the midst of the selfie phenomenon that is trending among
Cenderawasih University students, especially milleneal sports children. Based on the results of observations and
interviews, it was found that the motives of sports students from Cenderawasih University in Papua to display
selfies with certain expressions or backgrounds that want to be displayed because of the motive to get selfsatisfaction and entertainment when many get symbols of love, because for them the love given indicates that
the public liked the photo shown. The research conducted shows that in addition to the entertainment motive of
uploading selfies on Instagram and the presence of positive responses such as likes and comments, it is also a
reason for uploading selfies again. The presence of Instagram or Facebook as a new social media that functions
as a service provider for sharing photos, of course in this case it is inseparable from the user's motive in using
the media. Motive is an understanding that completes all the driving reasons or impulses in humans that cause
him to do something [12]. Regarding the use of media, there are four functions of media for individuals. These
functions include: information, personal identity, integrity and social interaction, entertainment [13]. Not much
different from the views of some of the experts above, in this case the motives of some sports students in sharing
selfies to the public. In addition to a sense of self-satisfaction and feeling entertained when they get a lot of love,
some sports students also get self-satisfaction and are entertained when they upload selfies that want to be
displayed such as expressions that are considered beautiful, handsome, sweet, funny and worthy of being seen
by the public. The addiction to selfies has certainly led to negative things, but if we refer to the view of Karl
Marx that how "'religion as opium", where according to Marx, the function that religion plays in people's lives is
the same as addiction to a person. Therefore, with religion, the suffering and pain experienced by an exploited
society can be alleviated through fantasy, no more oppression [14]. It is the same as what sports students do,
where selfies not only provide a level of self-satisfaction, entertainment, but also have become addictive to
always share selfies so that these activities become daily routines. This also shows that the selfie activities
carried out by most teenagers result in an addictive nature which ends in an obsession to get the desired photo
[15]. Based on Alfred Schutz's view of the motive of one's actions. Schutz distinguishes two types of motives,
namely 'in order to' and 'because' motives. The first motive relates to a person's reasons for taking an action in an
effort to create expected situations and conditions in the future. The second motive is a retrospective view of the
factors that cause a person to take certain actions [16]. Seeing the motives of some sports students, they often
share selfies with what they display, such as certain expressions and backgrounds, because of the "'for"' (in order
to) motive. They often share selfies with a cute, beautiful, dashing smile, even funny expressions because of the
motive for self-satisfaction and entertainment. When they get lots of love signs and will repeat selfies again.
They feel satisfied and entertained even though they see selfies that are considered beautiful, manly, sweet,
funny, and sweet on social media.
Third, the presence of social media among sports students is an interesting phenomenon. As we know,
the existence of the internet in Indonesia is mostly accessed by teenagers. The use and behavior of the internet
with sports students, shows that at least more than 30 million people in Indonesia who access the internet
regularly, it means that almost half are university students. The presence of social media among teenagers makes
a person's private space fuse with public space. There has been a cultural shift among sports students, they do
not hesitate to upload all their personal activities to be conveyed to their friends through social media accounts
in shaping their identity. This study wants to describe how the selfie phenomenon is used by sports students as a
medium to form self-identity. The existence of the internet indirectly produces a new generation. This generation
is considered to be a future generation who are nurtured and raised in a new cultural environment of interactive
digital media, who are aloof (desocialized), communicate personally, are computer literate, are raised with video
games and more free time to listen to radio and television [17] ]. There was a cultural shift, from traditional
media culture to digital media culture. One of the social media that is quite influential in Indonesia is Facebook
and Instagram. Individual values that are displayed indirectly describe the self-concept of individuals and
interact with individuals.

IV.

Conclusion

1. Summary
Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be concluded that behind the selfie uploaded to
social media is not just a photo, behind the selfie actually has a purpose and purpose. The selfie motive among
military sports students at Cenderawasih University is for. get self-satisfaction and entertainment, because they
want to build a self-image, to attract the attention of others. The motives are not only aimed at themselves, but
also aimed at the audience, where the motives are manifested through the expressions, backgrounds, and
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attributes that are worn, then it is implied by non-verbal messages to be conveyed to the public.
2. Recommendation
Suggestions as recommendations that can be given from the results of this study are: (a) This research
can be used as a reference material for adolescents to be able to appreciate and accept themselves, especially in
positive physical appearance so that they can get happiness in themselves, that selfie photos can be used. make it
a channel for positive expressions and emotions; and (b) this research can be used as a reference material for
women to be able to appreciate and accept themselves, especially in positive physical appearance so that they
can find happiness in themselves without having to be overshadowed by the beautiful myths that have been
created by the mass media and believed by Public.
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